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ABSTRACT

A new code format has been developed considering the

tape speed and track density of digital audio recorders.

The tape speed is 38.1 cm/sec (15 ips) and 4 tracks per

channel are very practical format for professional tape

recorders. Using this format, 2 channel master deck of 1/4"

tape to 24 - 32 channel i" tape deck are developed by newly

developed thin film magnetic head.

Concrete code configurations and their potentials are also

described.
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i. INTRODUCTION

For the potential to be the main current of the tape

recorders for professional applications, a number of

different recording systems have been proposed to fixed

head type digital audio recorders.

Digital recording systems may offer better recording and

reproduction than any other recording systems if practiced

under an ideal condition. But the system contains a

number of technical problems to be solved as the required

frequency range is so wider than that of analog system

and the characteristics are made available only by high

density recording.

For the digital recording system with magnetic tape, high

density recording can be made possible by two approaches

solving the technical problems. The one is to increase

linear density and the other is increase in track density.

For the fixed head type digital audio recorder described

in the following pages, the later approach which is better

for signal dropout was employed and multi-track recorder

was realized by using of a thin film head.

This paper also deals with the details of the tape cord-

ing format making the best of the characteristics of thin

film head.
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2. TAPE SPEED CONSIDERATIONS

Our consideration was first directed to tape speed as

appropriate tape speed is very important for the tape

recorders of professional applications.

2.1 Relation with analog tape recorder

Digital recorders are expected to be used first for

professional application, therefore the tape speed

shall be such that is acceptable for the users of tape

recorders of professional applications.

Faster tape speed reduces the recording time and also

prevents spreading of the recording machine because of

the special care required for handling. It is not

desirable either, to lower tape speed by enlarging

tape width as the tape weight and also the cost of

recording machine are increased.

The tape speed of 38.1 cm/sec (15 ips) has been most

popular for analog tape recorders, and with this tape

speed, highly reliable (more complete) mechanism can

be introduced because the wide frequency range required

for recording and reproduction is obtained and because

of the past experiences with analog tape recorders.

The same tape speed as analog recorder has many advan-

tages such as low cost of recording materials or

"known to" users.
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2.2 Frequency range and dynamic range required for digital

recorder

The frequency range required for the recording and

reproduction of audio recorders is still controversial

and it is hard to decide the limit of Hi-Fi recording

and reproduction. As for the main object of recording

to music, however, it is easy to assume that the fre-

quency range well over that of microphone is required.

From this viewpoint, we take that over 90 dB is neces-

sary as the dynamic range and the frequency range shall

also well cover 20 kHz. Taking the condition of the

dynamic range of over 90 dB, the sound quality and

future advance of technology into consideration, we

have taken J6 bit linear quantization.

As the sampling frequency, at least 50 kHz is necessary

while setting the audio frequency at 20 kHz. As it

has been discussed at AES, we have took 50.4 kHz, which

is a proportional integer to 600 Hz.

2.3 Recording frequency (recording wave length)

considerations

The frequency and wave length for magnetic recording

are the determinative factors for the performance of

total system, and for practical application, costless

circuit construction is desirable. In the case of the
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magnetic recording system of fixed head type, the

attempt to limit the recording frequency within the

practical range of application by fixing the tape

speed requires the most advantageous signal modulation

system should be introduced by varying the number of

recording tracks. A number of modulation systems are

proposed for digital recording. If a system is composed

with MFM (Modified Frequency Modulation) system of

advantageous clock information fetching and of less

D.C. level displacement, the required number of record-

ing tracks are four per one recording signal channel.

Taking a dropout into consideration, one of four tracks

is applied for parity check to enable complete correc-

tion of errors. For error correction, the data shall

be blocked, and synchronization and CRCC (Cyclic

Redundancy Check Code) shall be added.

Errors in block unit can be corrected almost completely

by CRCC and errors between tracks by parity check.

An example of the code format of this system is as

given in Fig. i. As four tracks are used to each

channel, the recording frequency with MFM (Modified

Frequency Modulation) system and with the tape speed

of 38.1 cm/sec is 151.2 kHz, and the recording wave-

length is approximately 2.52 _m.

The major parameters of the code format of Fig. i are
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as listed in Table i. As the characteristics of

magnetic recording, errors across two tracks or more

seldom happen and should it happen, compensation is

possible by the nearest sample data.

2.4 Multi-channel recorder composition

To compose an audio system as a digital audio recorder,

it is preferable that the 2 channel (stereo) master

recorder and the multi-channel recorder (16 - 32 ch.)

have the same code format. With the format as shown

in Fig. i, therefore, 96 of recording tracks are

required for 24 channel and 128 tracks for 32 channel.

If the track width remains the same as conventional 2

mm track, the tape width shall become quite wide, which

causes substantial problem in practical application.

This means the track width shall be made much smaller

than that of conventional type analog tape deck. The

following two points are the technical problems to be

solved in future in this regard.

(i) Improvement in accuracy of tape width

(2) Development of high track density head

We have found the above (2) can be realized even for

the multi-channel recorders of 32 channels with a thin

film head and i" tape.
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3. TAPE SPEED AND TRACK WIDTH

3.1 Tape width accuracy

Fig. 2 is an example of accuracy measurement of 1/2"

width tape. The accuracy of tape slitter is improved

further with tape width variation of ±3 _m (P-P) and

the weaving at tape running can be limited within the

same extent as before. This indicates track width can

be narrowed substantially with no worry of de-tracking

during tape running.

3.2 Track density and linear density

To check their influence over dropout, track density

and linear density were compared, and as shown in Fig.

3 and Fig. 4, the error rate will be increased to ten

times by double linear density. Spacing loss considered

as a fundamental character of magnetic recording is

exponentially proportional to linear density.

Accordingly, deterioration of SNR is exponential to

linear density. On the other hand, SNR is proportional

to the square root of track width, as indicated in

Fig. 4.

Taking the condition of a given recording space into

consideration, therefore, it is far more advantageous

to increase track density than to increase the linear

density in order to improve recording density.
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3.3 Packing density

As the appropriate information bit recording to the

unit area, about 20,000 BPI is considered proper by

experience, with which recording and reproducing can

be made reasonably.

Table 2 shows the relationship between track density

and tape speed when 20,000 BPI is taken as an index.

From this table, it is known 38.1 cm/sec (15 ips) 4

track/channel is best compromise combination.

3.4 Cross talk

With recording heads of conventional type, the cross

talk between tracks is dependent on the size of oppos-

ing faces of their cores and the distance between the

opposing faces. With the heads of thin film type,

however, cross talk rarely happens because the core

faces are not opposing each other.

Accordingly, there is no need pay any regard to the

cross talk due to increas number of tra0ks.

4. THIN FILM HEAD

To realize the code format of 4 track/channel, it was

necessary to increase track density and for the purpose,

the head of thin film type has been developed. Fig. 5

shows the outside view of a thin film head and Fig. 6 is
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an example of structure of it. The track width of this

head is 120 - 180 _m, and with such a narrow track width,

conventional coil type heads (velocity type head) can

hardly provide such a high output in the order of mV at

the tape speed of 38.1 cm/sec and the recording frequency

of 150 kHz or more.

As the reproducing head of this thin film type, magneto-

resistive element (MR) is used. The reproducing output

is of magnetic field response type, and the output volt-

age is proportional to the current density supplied to

the MR element.

The recording flux required for the recording head is

obtained by feeding the recording current of high current

density to the coil of one turn.

Fig. 7 is an example of the tape format composed with a

thin film head.

By applying the tape of i" width to a thin film head, the

multi-channel recorder of 96 trakcs and 24 channels or of

128 tracks and 32 channels can be realized.

5. CONCLUSION

(i) Our proposals for digital audio recorders can be summa-

rized as follows:

(a) The appropriate number of recording track per
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channel is four.

(b) The proper tape speed is 38.1 cm/sec (15 ips).

(c) The sampling frequency is 50.4 kHz.

(d) Linear quantization of 16 bits.

(2) Advantages of 4 tracks/ch.

(a) By using one of the four tracks for parity, the

interleave between block can be dispensed with,

and the error of one track can be corrected

completely.

The error extend over two tracks can also be

compensated by the nearest sample data of

signal.

(b) Tape-cut editting is easier as no interleave is

required.

(c) The recording wavelength and frequency of pre-

ferable characteristic for magnetic recording

can be used.

(d) With a thin film head, multi-channel recorders

(up to 32 channels with i" width tape) can be

realized.

(e) With a consistent code format from master recorder

to multi-recorder, the system of digital recording

can be up-graded.
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Terms Contents

Tape Speed 38.1cm//_ec {15 ips]

Sampling Frequency 50.4 KHz

Quantization 16 bits linear/CH

Reeording Density 20,160 BP11128TPl]

Recording Frequency 151.2 KHz

R ecording Wavc Length 2.5 2 p m

Modulation M F M

Frame Length 317.5 pm

Frame Frequency 1.2 KHz

Redundancy 3 3 %

Master Clock 2.4192MHz

Table 1 Fundamental Specifications
of Tape Code Format



_ATA RATE 1T/CH H2_/" C 4_H 8T.T/ CH

__ _ _R

TRACI_

_, MBI__ 0.25 0.125MBITJb i,._0.187MB_E CTAPE SPEED l_v15MBIT/sE C 0.5 0.75 SEe _-0.375 _'-EC

133333 "_ 66666 _ 33333 _ 16666 _J
7 _'2 ips

200000 BP | 100000 BPI 50000 BPI 25000 BPI

66666 _J 33333 _ 16666 _J 8333 _)'
15 ips

100000 BPI 50000 BPI 25000 BPI 12500 BPI

33333 _J 16666 t_j 8333 _ 4166 t_,
30 ips 50000 BPI 25000BPI 12500 BPI 6250 BPI

Table2 Packing Density of Each Speed


